
STA 532: Theory of Statistial InfereneRobert L. WolpertDepartment of Statistial SieneDuke University, Durham, NC, USA2 Estimating CDFs and Statistial FuntionalsEmpirial CDFsLet fXi : i � ng be a \simple random sample", i.e., let the fXig be n iid repliates from the sameprobability distribution. We an't know that distribution exatly from only a sample, but we anestimate it by the \empirial distribution" that puts mass 1=n at eah of the loations Xi (if thesame value is taken more than one, its mass will be the sum of its 1=n's so everything still addsup to one). The CDF F̂n(x) = 1n nXi=1 1[Xi;1)(x)of that distribution will be pieewise-onstant, with jumps of size 1=n at eah observation point.Sine #fi � n : Xi � xg is just a Binomial random variable with p = F (x) for the real PDF forthe fXig, with mean np and variane np(1� p), it is lear that for eah x 2 R� EF̂n(x) = F (x) and� VF̂n(x) = F (x)[1 � F (x)℄=n, so� F̂n(x) is an unbiased and MS onsistent estimator of F (x).In fat something stronger is true| not only does F̂n(x) onverge to F (x) pointwise in x, but alsothe supremum supx jF̂n(x)� F (x)j onverges to zero. There are many ways a sequene of randomvariables might onverge (studying those is the main topi of STA711); the \Glivenko-Cantellitheorem" asserts that this maximum onverges with probability one. Either Hoe�ding's inequality(Wassily Hoe�ding was a UNC statistis professor) or the DKW inequality of Dvoetzsky, Kiefer,and Wolfowitz give the strong boundP[supx jF̂n(x)� F (x)j > �℄ � 2e�2n�2for every � > 0. It follows that, for any 0 <  < 1,P�L(x) � F (x) � U(x) for all x 2 R
� � is a non-parametri on�dene set for F , for L(x) := 0 _ �F̂n(x) � �n�, U(x) := 1 ^ �F̂n(x) + �n�,and �n :=plog(2=(1 � ))=2n. 1



STA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertStatistial FuntionalsUsually we don't want to estimate all of the CDF F for X, but rather some feature of it like itsmean EX = R xF (dx) or variane VX = R x2F (dx)� (EX)2 or the probability [F (B)�F (A)℄ thatX lies in some interval (A;B℄.Examples of Statistial FuntionalsCommonly-studied or quoted funtionals of a univariate distribution F (�) inlude:� The mean E[X℄ = � := RR xF (dx) = R10 [1� F (x)℄ dx� R 0�1 F (x) dx, quantifying loation;� The qth quantile zq := inffx <1 : F (x) � qg, espeially� The median z1=2, another way to quantify loation;� The variane V[X℄ = �2 := RR(x� �)2 F (dx) = E[X2℄� E[X℄2, quantifying spread;� The skewness 1 := RR(x� �)3 F (dx)=�3, quantifying asymmetry;� The (exess) kurtosis 2 := RR(x � �)4 F (dx)=�4 � 3, quantifying peakedness. \Lepto" isGreek for skinny, \Platy" for fat, and \Meso" for middle; distributions are alled leptokurti(t, Poisson, exponential), platykurti (uniform, Bernoulli), or mesokurti (normal) as 2 ispositive, negative, or zero, respetively.� The expetation E[g(X)℄ = RR g(x)F (dx) for any spei�ed problem-spei� funtion g().Not all of these exist for some distributions| for example, the mean, variane, skewness, andkurtosis are all unde�ned for heavy-tailed distributions like the Cauhy. There are quantile-basedalternative ways to quantify koaion, spread, asymmetry, and peakedness, however| for example,the interquartile range IQR := [z3=4 � z1=4℄ for spread, for example.Any of these an be estimated by the same expression omputed with the empirial CDF F̂n(x)replaing F (x), without speifying a parametri model for F . There are methods (one is the\jakknife"; another, the \bootstrap", is desribed below) for trying to estimate the mean andvariane of any of these funtionals from a sample fX1; � � � ;Xng.Later we'll see ways of estimating the funtionals that do require the assumption of partiularparametri statistial models. There's something of a trade-o� in deiding whih approah to take.The parametri models typially give more preise estimates and more powerful tests, if theirunderlying assumptions are orret. BUT, the non-parametri approah will give sensible (if lesspreise) answers even if those assumptions fail. In this way they are said to be more \robust".SimulationThe BootstrapOne way to estimate the probability distribution of a funtional Tn(X) = T (X1; : : : ;Xn) of niid repliates of a random variable X � F (dx), alled the \bootstrap" (Efron, 1979; Efron andPage 2Page 2Page 2



STA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertTibshirani, 1993), is to approximate it by the empirial distribution of Tn(X̂) based on draws withreplaement from a sample fX1; : : : ;Xng of size n.Bootstrap VarianeFor example, the population medianM = T (F ) := inf fx 2 R : F (x) � 1=2gmight be estimated by the sample median Mn = T (F̂n), but how preise is that estimate? Onemeasure would be its standard errorse(Mn) := �EjMn �M j2	1=2but its alulation requires knowing the distribution of X, but we only have a sample. The Boot-strap approah is to use some number B of repeated draws with replaement of size n from thissample as if they were draws from the population, and estimateŝe(Mn) � ( 1B BXb=1 jM bn � M̂nj2)1=2where M̂n is the sample average of the B medians fM bng.Bootstrap Con�deneInterval estimates [L;U ℄ of a real-valued parameter �, intended to over � with probability at least100% for any �, an also be onstruted using a bootstrap approah. One way to do that is tobegin with an iid sampleX = fX1; : : : ;Xng from the unertain distribution F ; draw B independentsize-n draws with replaement from the sample X; for eah, ompute the statisti Tn(Xb); and setL and U to the (�=2) and (1� �=2) quantiles of fTn(Xb)g, respetively, for � = (1� ). The textargues why this should work and gives two alternatives.Bayesian SimulationBayesian BootstrapRubin (1981) introdued the \Bayesian bootstrap" (BB), a minor variation on the bootstrap thatleads to a simulation of the posterior distribution of the parameter vetor � governing a distributionF (� j �) in a parametri family, from a partiular (and, in Rubin's view, implausible) improper priordistribution. This �ve-page paper is a good read, and argues that neither the BB nor the originalbootstrap is suitable as a \general inferential tool" beause of its impliit use of this prior.Importane SamplingMost Bayesian analyses require the evaluation of one or more integrals, often in several-dimensionalspaes. For example: if �(�) is a prior density funtion on � � R
k, and if L(� j X) is thePage 3Page 3Page 3



STA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L WolpertSTA 532 Week 2 R L Wolpertlikelihood funtion for some observed quantity X 2 X , then the posterior expetation of anyfuntion g : �! R is given by the ratioE [g(�) j X℄ = R� g(�)L(� j X)�(�) d�R� L(� j X)�(�) d� : (1a)Let f(�) be any pdf suh that the ratio w(�) := L(� j X)�(�)=f(�) is bounded, and let f�mg be iidrepliates from the distribution with pdf f(�). Then= R� g(�)w(�) f(�) d�R� w(�) f(�) d� = limM!1PMm=1 g(�m)w(�m)PMm=1 w(�m) (1b)Provided R� g(�)2f(�) d� < 1, the mean-square error of the sequene of approximations in (1b)will be bounded by �2=M for a number �2 that an be estimated from the Monte Carlo sample,giving a simple measure of preision for this estimate. This simulation-based approah to estimatingintegrals works well up to dimensions six or seven or so. A number of ways have been disoveredand exploited to redue the stohasti error bound �=pM . These inlude \antitheti variables",in whih the iid sequene f�mg is replaed by a sequene of negatively-orrelated pairs; \ontrolvariates", in whih one tries to estimate [g(�) � h(�) for some quantity h whose posterior meanis known; and \sequential MC", in whih the sampling funtion f(�) is periodially replaed by a\better" one.MCMCA similar approah to (1) that sueeds in many higher-dimensional problems is Monte CarloImportane sampling, based on sample averages of fg(�m) : 1 � m <1g for an ergodi sequenef�mg onstruted so that it has stationary distribution �(� j X). You'll see muh more about thatin other ourses at Duke.Partile Methods, Adaptive MCMC, Variational Bayes, . . .There are a number of variations on MCMC methods, as well. Some of these involve averagingg(�(k)m ) : 1 � m < 1g for a number of streams �(k)m (here the streams are indexed by k), possiblyby a variable number of streams whose distributions may evolve through the omputation. This isan area of ative researh; ask any Duke statistis faulty member if you're interested.ReferenesEfron, B. (1979), \Bootstrap methods: Another look at the jakknife," Annals of Statistis, 7,1{26, doi:10.1214/aos/1176344552.40.Efron, B. and Tibshirani, R. J. (1993), An Introdution to the Bootstrap, Boa Ratan, FL: Chapman& Hall/CRC.Rubin, D. B. (1981), \The Bayesian Bootstrap," Annals of Statistis, 9, 130{134.Last edited: January 20, 2015Page 4Page 4Page 4


